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Critique of elements of "CityScape" business plan. structure of a business plan and the expectations venture capitalists
have when reading one, and.

Kay possesses a broad range of experience in the telecommunications industry, having managed a number of
highly accountable issues including environmental concerns and government assignments and requirements.
With stiff competition between agents for clients, it is important to have a clear and concise business plan in
order to achieve success. Cityscape Real Estate Ltd. Whatever your weaknesses are, making a clear and
concise business plan only serves to help you reach your highest potential faster. Kay oversees all
non-technical departments at CityScape, assuring timely and accurate results. Or maybe you need to brush up
on your Excel skills to better grasp the financial side of your business. Be sure to consider your greatest
strengths and weaknesses when assessing obstacles in reaching your goals. Anthony T. Rick has designed and
constructed wireless facilities for radio, television, radio common carrier, cellular and PCS throughout the
nation. Cityscape is the annual meeting of professionals in this industry. Do you need to generate more leads,
advertise online or organize your CRM database? Jon is a leader in nationwide conversion of US television
stations from analog to digital, a creative leader designing directional antenna rays for AM radio stations and
educational FM stations for new frequencies when displaced. Each priority has various avenues you can take
to reach success. There she developed a specialized plan that controlled the growth of the wireless industry
and then worked directly with the wireless industry to site many new facilities on city property. Jon is highly
regarded for engineering practices by local government for site application reviews and maintains his PE
licensing in the states of Florida, Virginia, Georgia, North Carolina. Kay has more than 20 years experience
relating to the telecommunications industry. Visit joincityscape. It is a very good platform to keep my eye on
how property development is doing in Dubai and many other countries. The time of the event is perfect,
during Expo preparation time which is the perfect time to purchase a property. A graduate of Boston
University and Suffolk University Law School, Anthony is well equipped to assist your local community in
navigating the various regulations that govern wireless placement, as well as assisting local communities who
lease public property for wireless infrastructure. We are here to find partners and increase our B2B
relationship. Susan entered the private sector in the mid-nineties consulting to local governments nationwide
on wireless telecommunications. At Cityscape Real Estate, we offer one on one mentoring and free weekly
training seminars to help you take your business plan to the next level. Having a succinct mission statement at
the tip of your tongue can establish credibility with clients. I am so proud that we have an exhibition like
Cityscape Global and Cityscape Abu Dhabi in our country with support and cooperation with the government
to help us take the right decision and support in boosting the market. It is my first time to attend and I will
repeat it. Susan began her career in governmental services as a city planner. Cityscape Global every year gives
us a better understanding of the real estate market. It is my first time to attend Cityscape and I found it a good
opportunity for networking. Define Strategies for Each Priority If your priority is to generate new leads, plan a
few strategies to achieve that. During her time in the broadcast industry she created and implemented creative
marketing strategies leveraging solutions for clients while working with high-level executives. Rick has also
lobbied Congress to assist in relief of United States AM stations battling illegal offshore interference, and
successfully chaired a special Committee of South Florida Broadcasters before Congress in an attempt to
improve communications service to all of South Florida. Susan is proficient in her knowledge of the wireless
telephone industry and the concerns communities have with regard to how the industry deploys its
infrastructure within their designated jurisdictions. Rick and his staff are recognized throughout the
telecommunications, broadcast tower and legal industry as experts in Radio Frequency engineering. Anthony
has an extensive background in communications regulation and is conversant with the applicable Federal and
state regulations applicable to local government, including the Telecommunications Act of , and subsequent
federal and state regulations and decisions affecting the placement of wireless infrastructure. With her
entrepreneurial spirit she offers a fresh approach to the CityScape organization. I think it is the best time to
invest in our country and Cityscape is a good opportunity to check all the offers and choose wisely. His
specialty is creating new, effective and creative methods for deployment of wireless infrastructure. Share this:.
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Next With a record number of realtors now licensed in Canada, agents must have the drive to succeed more
than ever. Do you need to learn soft skills like how to negotiate for commercial deals? Jon Edwards,
Professional Engineer As CityScape's lead engineer Jon brings over 18 years electrical engineering experience
initially in frequency allocation and signal coverage optimization in radio and television bands as well as
power systems layout and design. Rick is often sought as an expert on telecommunications matters, and has
been a consultant to many of America's and the world's most complex communications events that includes
the Olympic Games, several Super Bowls, and National Political Conventions. She is responsible for all
business, financial operations, contracts and groundwork for proposals and reports, and is instrumental in the
timely culmination of final plans.


